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The feature interview in this issue of Living
Music is with composer Elliott Schwartz and
was conducted in celebration of his 70th birthday
in 2006.
Many CD reviews covering a wide variety of
releases are included both in extended articles
and our “briefly noted” reviews section.
Our feature scholarly article, by Robert Gluck,
addresses the use of cultural and ethnic
resources within the field of electronic music.

– Carson Cooman

from top: Elliott Schwartz,
Robert Sirota, Charles Wuorinen

CD Review: Robert Sirota: Triptych
New Voice Singles CNVS 001, Time: 25:18
by David Cleary

a penchant for jazzy verticals and a
Downtown affinity for patterned material and
loose unfolding. Her music also contains
experimentalist touches such as extended
techniques and indeterminacy. And there’s
significant influence of the hushed output of
her primary teacher, Morton Feldman, and
pieces such as John Cage’s piano solo Dream.

This release is comparatively brief in duration,
the first in a projected series of “singles”
issued by the Chiara String Quartet. The term
“single” is used loosely here, as the disc is
devoted to a 25 minute composition.

The best selections here maximize Speach’s
finely honed ear for sonic beauty -- most all
this music can be characterized as languid,
winsome, luscious, and fragile -- while
downplaying their lack of structure and
tendency to stop rather than end. Fortunately,
several of these items, including Chosen Voices
(1991) for toy piano and prepared guitar as
well as the solo piano entities Angels in the
Snow (1993) and When It Rains, Lleuve (1995)
are short enough to coast by on their lovely
exteriors. The longer the opus, the more
noticeable the problem, however -- Trio des
Trois (1992) for viola, cello, and piano, and
especially the sprawling Women Without
Adornment (1995) for voice, reciter, and mixed
trio would have all benefited greatly from
clearer structure and closings that convince.
The latest work encountered here, Viola
(2000) for that instrument and piano,
fortunately shows some attempts to think
architecturally, tracing some narrative curve
aspects.

Triptych (2002) Robert Sirota, currently the
president of the Manhattan School of Music
(previously the director of the Peabody
School of Music at Johns Hopkins), reflects
upon the September 11th terrorist tragedy,
inspired by a visual art entity with the same
title painted by Philadelphia artist Deborah
Patterson. Sirota’s piece employs a gritty
language derived from scales that noticeably
evokes Bartok, though its finale contains
numerous frankly triadic passages. Triptych
speaks in a raw, wrenching manner that
invariably proves evocative. Sorry to say, the
work also lacks tightness in material and
architecture, but its riveting way of moving
from moment to moment nearly manages to
trump these shortcomings.
The Chiara String Quartet (Rebecca Fischer
and Julie Yoon on violin, Jonah Sirota on
viola, and Greg Beaver on cello) perform with
conspicuous skill and heart. Editing and
sound are fine.

The string quartet les ondes pour quatre (1988)
seems from an earlier period. Here, patterned
material is layered thickly, outlining a spiky
harmonic language. Absent the fetching
surface of later listens, it pleases least.

***
CD Review: Bernadette Speech: Reflections
Mode 105, Time: 72:55
by David Cleary

Performances are good. From the sizable list
of executants, one should single out the
Arditti String Quartet, guitarist Jeffrey
Schanzer, violist Rozanna, and pianists Speach
and Anthony DeMare for their evocative
playing. Production is fine and sound quality
is exemplary.

Some composers are easy to pigeonhole while
others resist simple categorization. Count
New York-based composer Bernadette
Speach among the latter.
Speach’s oeuvre of the last fourteen years or
so can best be described as New Tonalist with
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melodic quality. This sets up a simultaneously
intense, listening experience. Significant is the
transformation of the piano writing by
Movement D, which has become like the
voice in Movement A, quiet and slow, with
single notes of long duration. This enables
the brief percussive-onset of the piano-strings
to take on a lesser presence compared to the
long,
“steady-pitch” absent
from
the
opening. There is almost a total absence of
clustered chords that were also present in the
opening. Lastly, one can barely hear what
sounds like continued singing during the final,
long recorded applause, so much so that the
applause takes on a percussive “reprise” in
and by itself. This completes a journey
through the piano’s tone-colors, not only
based on an understanding of the nature of
the instrument and it’s perception, but places
it in the context of artistic form, instead of
mere theory. The compositional use of the
texts of the four poems in this version echoes
this piano structure. The beginning lines of
the four poems that are used in Mvts. A – C,
are “separated” from their ending lines, which
are all grouped together in Mvt. D. The piano
structure also “separates” the percussive
beginning of its notes in the early Mvts,
concentrating on the sustained nature of their
ending in Mvt. D, like the use of the texts of
the poems. John Sakata, who often plays
Cogan’s literature, is forceful and precise,
while Elizabeth Keusch contributes to the
written page with her own warmth and
understanding. The performers contribute
greatly by understanding their roles in a
difficult work.

CD Review: Spins: Music of Robert Cogan, Pozzi
Escot, David Fulmer, Jonathan Saggau, and
Matthias Truniger
Neuma 450-106, Time: 52:05
by Matthew Warnick
Cogan’s Eight Poems of Williams Bronk, “Soul”
Version (1998), is performed by soprano
Elizabeth Keusch and pianist John Sakata, in
four Movements. Movement A opens with
the piano characterized by an improvisational
nature. The individual notes are brief in
duration, limiting much of what you hear to
their percussive onset - the string doesn’t have
a chance to settle into a “steady-pitch” – at
least it is difficult to hear. Opposing this are
chords long in duration, but made up of
enough notes forming clusters as to obscure
the “pitch” nature of the individual
notes. Most of the playing is loud, further
emphasizing the percussive nature of the
piano. The piano assumes the character of an
entire percussion “section” in its flexibility. At
the same time, the voice, in opposition, is
comparatively and almost entirely “muted” in
nature. The voice’s further contrasts are its
steady rhythm and little variation in its

Escot’s Violin Concerto (2003), is performed by
David Fulmer on solo violin, accompanied by
the Carnegie Mellon Contemporary Ensemble
conducted by Efraín Amaya. The concerto
opens with a series of three trumpet phrases,
which - along with the silences between them
– lead into the opening violin solo through a
series of increasing Golden Mean proportions
(1/.618). This “grows” the piece from its
beginning, not by changing the 20” length of
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the trumpet phrases, but by increasing the
silences between the individual 3-note phrases.
The changes in dynamics of the trumpet
phrases also foreshadow the coming violin
melody. The solo violin starts at the 1’22”
(82”) mark. The violin writing then alternates
between loud, short phrases and long soft
phrases, including silences. The orchestra
picks up a continuous pitch rise with the
violin, alternating tone-colors and instruments.
There is a gradual muting of the orchestra
towards the end of the Movement, which is
finally defined by the beginning of the second
Movement (with no break in-between the
two) by the reintroduction of the trumpet
which started the concerto.
The entire second Movement exhibits a
“growing process” as detailed by the
introduction. All features grow in time, pitch,
and tone-color as the Movement also grows in
time - except the louder violin phrases which
keep a relatively constant length, going
through their own cycles of upward growth
and downward decay, acting as benchmarks.
In Movement I, the orchestra sustains a single
note from 1’22” (82”) to 3’14” (194”), a
duration of 112”. This difference is very close
to the Golden Mean proportion of
(194”*0.618 = 119”). This 82” mark is where
the Golden Mean development of the
introduction was delimited by the previous
trumpet phrases. It is like the growth of life.
One can go on to observe superficial
ambiguities. One case is the lack of silence
between the three Mvts, although this keeps
the continuity of time intact. A second case is
that the most active music in both the
orchestra and violin is in the shorter second
Movement, but this is surrounded by the
slower and longer first and third Mvts, like
pillars holding up a keystone. Another
surprise is the ending of the Concerto by an
abnormally long, sustained single note on the
violin that just stops at the end. In spite of
this
“oddity”, it has
been
previously
foreshadowed by a sustained orchestra at the
end of the “climatic” second Mvt. In spite of
the “irregular” nature of the foreground

writing, further listening reveals a determined,
balanced and carefully proportioned structure
observing strict time values throughout.
Mvt. III begins (0”) with a sustained single
note in the orchestra until 1’52” (112”), the
same duration of the sustained note that the
orchestra plays in the Mvt. I. This is also the
same practical total length as Mvt. II (1’55”).
Mvt. III ends with a violin sustained note from
3’45” (225”) to the end of the piece at 4’20”
(260”). This note begins (225”) at two-times
the duration of approx. 112”, found
previously in the orchestra and the entire
duration of Mvt. II. At the 1:55” mark of
Mvt III, following the sustained orchestral
note of that length (again, the length of Mvt.
II), a repetition of the orchestral introduction
of Mvt. I takes place, continuing to the
end. This effectively uses Mvt. III to tie Mvts.
I and II together with Mvt III. This is the
“balance”
and
“proportion”
that
holds otherwise
ambiguities
together.
Performances by Fulmer and the Carnegie
Mellon Contemporary Ensemble are true to
the score. The dynamism created by musical
growth connected to geometric structure
creates an enjoyment of listening to this
mature “Concerto” by Escot.
Fulmer’s String Quartet No. 2 (2005), is
performed by the Tetras String Quartet. Its
members are David Fulmer, violin; Keats
Dieffenbach, violin; Nadia Sirota, viola; and
Claire Bryant, violoncello.
The entire
composition is in one Movement - built
on two contrasting styles, pointillistic writing
versus that of a sustained character. The
opening consists of the two violins, one
playing a moderate “pointillistic” part while
the other consists of moderately-long
sustained tones. There are no extremes in
loudness, range, or tone-color.
The pointillistic writing begins using
shorter durations - leading eventually to the
use of “pizzicato” technique. At the same
time, the opening sustained tone style
develops towards its own extremes by
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increasing the frequency of notes and
noticeable increases in range.
Development continues, adding the viola
and violoncello, linking all four instruments to
extend the time that the pointillistic writing
lasts in total, but without actually adding to
the duration of the individual notes
themselves. The sustained tones, also now
using all four instruments, continue to be
extended in range from low to high,
introducing the full registral tone-colors of the
quartet.
Near the end, there is a single silence of
the quartet, and then all the previously
separate elements are brought together in an
“ensemble” format. What started as
individual and isolated presentations, become
styles evenly distributed between all four
performers,
presenting
a
striking
aggressiveness as its climax – typical of the
excellent performance of the quartet thruought. This is an engaging piece and exhibits
virtuoso writing and performing. David
Fulmer should continue to be heard from as a
performer and composer.

faster, using arpeggios to further distinguish
itself.
Movement II, Grief, is the longest, a full
8’13”. It is filled with contrasts, development,
and full-use of the flutes capabilities. They are
both brought to the foreground in equally
important two-part writing. The “Grief” title
seems represented by “sighs” of downward
“note-bending”, often preceded by high
register playing (crying?). The theme, D-C-A,
is continued from Mvt. I. The most striking
passage suddenly introduces the “dissonant”
tri-tone, E-Bb, in a two part cadence in the
key of F Maj. This expands the language from
Pentatonic Scales of 5-notes to Tonic Scales
of 7-notes. This occurs between the 1’45”
and 1’55” duration from the beginning, which
is equal to the length of the First Mvt. and
approximately one-quarter through the
Second Mvt. What immediately follows is a
repeat of the cadence – but this time each part
is “offset” – avoiding the simultaneous
occurrence of the E-Bb tritone. The theme is
also returned to, but a fourth note added, DC-B-A, adding “material”.
The extreme
ranges and speed occur near the 4’06” time
interval, one-half way through the Mvt. This
seems to place more of an emphasis on equal
divisions of the Mvt, rather than only use of
the Golden Mean found in Mvt. I.
In Movement III, Playful, the flutes use
freedom by the continued introduction of
new-material from the first two Mvts. The
most noticeable difference, however, is the
lack of silences, so prominent in Mvt. II. The
first silence occurs at 55”, the “negative”
Golden Mean of the Mvt. The writing
focuses on using large interval changes and
fast, dance-like rhythms. At a duration of
2’02” (equal to one-quarter of Mvt. II’s
length), the two flutes start a unison, high
speed passage – which includes the only other
silence - ending with a gesture of the
compositions maximum dynamic and pitch
range – and unique tone color – climaxing on
the final note. Jonathan Saggau has an
experienced and developed grasp of how to
use a variety of compositional techniques,

Jonathan Saggau’s Modulus for Two Flutes
(2001) is performed by Alicia Di Donato and
Mauricio Garcia. This composition makes
good use of musical language in its three
Movements, titled: Contemplative, Faces of Grief,
and Playful. Movement I, Contemplative, uses
pitch-language intervals which could be called
“neutral” (or “Contemplative”). They are
harmonious in nature - pentatonic scales avoiding the use of dissonant intervals,
especially “tri-tones”. The timbre’s and
rhythms used match the pitch-language in the
sense of avoiding extremes, but the two flutes
explore changes in register – higher and
lower. The “Golden Mean” of the first
movement – occurring at 1’11” - is marked by
the beginning of trills, the first in this
movement. The two players start at different
speeds and in different registers, but after the
trills at the Golden Mean, the players reverse
roles, whereas the upper flute had played
more slowly in the beginning, now it becomes
5

leading the listener through an engaging work
where the two flautists contribute an intuitive
performance.
The last piece on this CD is by Truniger, Spins
(2004), performed by Carol Rodland for solo
viola. Its compositional characteristics and
major gestures are “balanced” by expressions
of opposing natures. There are not large
numbers of these expressions, more in the
way they occur. Throughout the gestures
themselves, there is a “glue” of a perfectfourth pitch interval (in many guises), giving a
certain “uniform” sound that persists – or
maybe “survives” – otherwise constantly
changing surroundings. The title, Spins, plural,
rather than “Spin”, singular, suggests going
around through the sequence of material at
least more than once, allowing multiple
chances to modify its original presentation.
Pinning down a detailed “form” seems to go
against the nature and purpose of the
composition as a whole.
Violist Carol
Rodland’s talented performance goes a long
way to contributing a necessary touch.

An Interview with Elliott Schwartz on the
occasion of his 70th birthday
by Carson Cooman
American composer Elliott Schwartz (b.
1936) was born in New York City and studied
with Otto Luening, Jack Beeson, and Paul
Creston, earning three degrees from Columbia
University. He has been a faculty member at
Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine since
1964 and has also taught at the University of
Massachusetts, Ohio State, Cambridge
University, and many other American and
British institutions. Schwartz is co-editor of
the anthology Contemporary Composers on
Contemporary Music, co-author of Music
Since 1945, and the author of Electronic
Music: A Listener’s Guide; The Symphonies
of Ralph Vaughan Williams and Music: Ways
of Listening. His works are represented by
various publishers, and recordings of his
compositions have been released on ten
different labels. His works have been
performed by many major orchestras,
ensembles, and festivals, and in recent years,
he has engaged in countless residencies at
academic institutions around the world.

(Robert Cogan and Pozzi Escot)

On the occasion of his 70th birthday, Elliott
Schwartz spoke with Carson Cooman about
his musical career, style, philosophy, and
current activities.
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CC: When did you first know you wanted to be a
composer?

To whatever degree I have my own voice (and
I’m not really sure as to what the
characteristics of my voice are), it began to
emerge in the 1970’s. One particular strain
that began to manifest itself was my
fascination with various kinds of ostinati:
repeated figurations, pedal points, and slowly
moving ground basses. I began to explore
situations where the static material remained
barred metrically, and the material happening
against it became free and non-metric. So, a
certain kind of “choice-making” began to
enter the picture: performers were relatively
free to play material when they wished, against
a very solid, metrically fixed pattern.

ES: Very early. I would say around the age of
6 or so. I had started piano lessons and was
studying from one of those little books where
you play very simplified versions of music by
the so-called “great masters.” In the book
were portraits of all the composers. I was
more smitten by the portraits than anything
else. I wanted to be one of those people
wearing a frilly collar, with long hair and
funny looking eyeglasses, suffering and dying
young– it all seemed very romantic!

CC: What’s the earliest work of yours that you still
acknowledge, and when do you feel you came upon
your own musical voice?

That eventually led me further in new
directions, where I began thinking of musical
texture in terms of multiple exposure –
different levels of activity happening
simultaneously. I was very strongly influenced
by a colleague I had met in my first teaching
job at University of Massachusetts /Amherst,
a visual artists named John Goodyear. John
was very active in what was then called op-art.
He was creating works that would be
displayed in multiple levels – two paintings or
reliefs hung in front of one another, with
various holes and spaces in them -- so that if
one were to gently nudge the front object, it
would move and you would see different
kinds of shifting arrangements. I was trying to
do something similar musically. I also became
interested in Cage, Satie, and Ives; in their
work, I discovered different strategies and
concepts to which I’d never been formally
introduced during my student years.

ES: There are a number of early student
pieces that I acknowledge – at least to the
degree that I’d be delighted to have someone
perform them, and I would stand up and take
the applause, if there were any. But I wouldn’t
go out of my way to promote them. The first
pieces that I still feel proud of enough to
promote actively are works of the 1960’s,
when I was in my late 20’s and early 30’s.
There’s a quartet for oboe and strings, a suite
for viola and piano which was performed a
year ago at a festival in Maine, and a 1961
work for chamber orchestra (Pastorale) that
was just played at Concordia College. I was
happy to hear the Pastorale again, as it hadn’t
been played for many years. At the time, it
reflected my growing interest in the music of
Ralph Vaughan Williams, and was composed
when I was writing my doctoral dissertation
on his symphonies). The piece has quite a bit
of the “pastoral” Vaughan Williams sound
world. It’s modal and very tranquil, with some
interesting chord progressions that go in
unexpected directions. When I heard it this
spring, I was surprised it sounded that good
after forty years.

One other important ingredient grew from my
work as a teacher of electronic music in the
late 1960’s and early 1970’s. This was a time
when electro-acoustic music had recently
become an important part of our experience. I
found myself directing a studio at Bowdoin
and writing a book on the subject for
laypeople. My work in the studio reinforced
my way of thinking about musical textures –
not only in terms of simultaneous levels, but
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also spatial separation, which could be
realized easily with loudspeaker placement.

Consider that a lot of classical music has been
designed for outdoor garden parties and
cathedrals, just as there’s music designed for
loudspeakers and (if you use headphones) the
space between your ears. By contrast, most of
the then-current literature on music
appreciation tended to treat all music as
though it were meant for either Carnegie Hall
or an LP record. I was trying very hard to
break with that. – and I believe my focus was
strongly influenced by my compositional
direction at that time.

CC: Throughout your career, it seems that you’ve
stayed active as a pianist. Do you enjoy this as a
change from composition?
ES: I certainly do. I love performing as a
pianist, though increasingly my piano playing
gets more and more restricted to my own
music. In my years of teaching at Bowdoin
and elsewhere, I’ve accompanied students in
Beethoven violin sonatas, Brahms piano trios,
Morton Feldman ensemble works -- all sorts
of things. I am beginning to feel that my skills
as a pianist are getting rustier, so I primarily
focus on playing my own work at this point.

CC: I know that you are a frequent visitor to
England, and are friends with many of today’s major
British composers. How did your connections with that
country come about?
ES: It was partly by accident and also partly
because of the Vaughan Williams connection.
I was in touch with the president of the
American Music Society, a London-based
organization that invited American composers
to come and speak, and promoted concerts of
American music in England. In the course of
our correspondence, he asked me if I could
think of any American composer who would
like to come to London for a semester and
exchange positions with an English composer.
I immediately volunteered myself! In the Fall
of 1967 I came to London and taught at
Trinity College of Music, and the British
composer Richard (“Tony”) Arnell came to
America and taught at Bowdoin. That
semester led to other invitations, and I’ve
been returning to England ever since. At this
point I feel as comfortable in London as I do
in New York City, where I grew up. I know
the place very well, and have become friends
with many of its musical citizens. I’ve also
made a number of guest-composer visits to
Oxford and Cambridge. My wife and I were
in London just two weeks ago, for a concert
at the Royal Academy of Music celebrating
my 70th birthday year. It was very enjoyable!
They performed three chamber pieces of
mine, and also short birthday pieces

CC: You spent a period of years doing a great deal of
prose writing and producing books on subjects ranging
from music appreciation to the symphonies of
Vaughan Williams. How did this work impact your
composing?
ES: I think my writing has always reflected a
subject that was itself important to my
composition at that time. So, it was never
divorced from my creative work – just
another way of looking at a compositional
issue that was occupying my mind.
Electronic Music: A Listener’s Guide was
being written when I was composing a good
deal of tape music in the studio. My music
appreciation book published in the 1980’s
(Music: Ways of Listening) hinted at my
new-found interest in certain aspects of nonWestern music, among them the perception
of music as a theatrical and spatial experience.
I think my appreciation text was unique in
discussing the musical experience as spatial,
directional, and theatrical – even architectural.
It emphasized the fact that when you hear a
Schubert song you should ideally be in (or
imagine being in) someone’s living room, or
in a parlor when you hear a Chopin etude.
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composed for the occasion by Michael
Finnissy, Judith Weir, Robert Saxton, Peter
Dickinson, Colin Hughes, and Richard Arnell.

new ideas which will connect them all
together.
Then there was a chamber trio written for a
German ensemble, to be premiered at the
“Handel MusikTage” in Halle, Handel’s
hometown. I decided to call the piece By
George and to base all the material on music
composed by composers with that first name.
There’s quite a bit of Handel and Gershwin in
there, with a little Bizet and Telemann – and
some others. Again, the challenge is to make
the total mix unified, structurally and
esthetically, so it’s not just a “crazy quilt” of
quotations.
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There will be another concert for my 70
birthday this November at the Library of
Congress in Washington, D.C. Because of the
birthday business, it’s been an extremely busy
year. When I reach the age of 71, I figure
nobody will play my music again, so I’d better
milk it while I can during this year, before I
sink back into obscurity.

CC: What is your typical process when you sit down
to start a new piece?

When my trio for viola, clarinet and piano was
commissioned, I immediately thought of the
Mozart work for that combination, and I
knew I wanted to quote fragments of it.
Somehow that led me to the Arpeggione sonata
of Schubert and the Brahms clarinet trio. I
suddenly realized that all of those three
composers had associations with Vienna, and
that led me to consider Das Lied von der Erde
by Mahler. The finished piece – a collage of
fragments by these four composers – is called
Vienna Dreams.

ES: Every piece comes about as the result of
a request or commission. Thus, it usually
comes
with
specifications
–
the
instrumentation, the duration, and often the
context of a particular occasion. I decide
which kinds of sounds and textures I’d like
and I listen carefully to the instruments that
will be involved to remind myself of their
characteristics. Then, I usually seek out some
extra-musical inspiration.
In recent years most of my music has taken its
impetus from musical fragments by other
composers. Whenever a commission is
attached to a special occasion, a particular
music festival or “context,” I try to think of
all the possible associations that first
performance context may have. Then, I try
and draw my source materials from preexisting music connected to those associations.

In the 1970’s and early ‘80s, I would often
write by beginning with the initial gesture of a
piece -- the first sound one hears -- and then
work my way through as though I were
“improvising” in slow motion. As I went
along, I’d never tear up what I’d already
written. If something that’s already happened
seems odd, I’d then figure out what in the
future pages could be done to make it seem
“correct” (as though I were on a stage,
improvising). I could put the music down and
come back to it later, and it would be at the
point I had left it in this “frozen
performance.” I found that method very
stimulating.

For example, my orchestra work Timepiece
1794, composed in 1994 for the bicentennial
of Bowdoin College, used as its source
material fragments of music dating from 1794
– that is, pieces composed during the year of
the college’s founding. I used music by
Beethoven, Haydn, Boccherini, William
Billings, and Supply Belcher: a few measures,
or part of a phrase, a chord progression. My
challenge is then to take that mix and create

At some point, progressing page by page and
minute by minute in this piece, I would always
reach a stage where I knew that I had enough
9

material and I didn’t need to invent anything
new. Everything that would happen from that
point on could be considered variation or
development of what had already come. There
would be a second stage of realization, later
on in the process, where I knew how long the
piece would be. Then, at a third stage, I knew
how it was going to end. Then the rest of the
composing would become very easy, as it’s
strategically moving towards a goal.

How do you conceive of the connections between
material to make it coherent?
ES: Although the materials I work with –
tonal, non-tonal, even the musical quotations
– may seem dissimilar on the surface, I try to
find certain little things they have in common,
or structural similarities that one might not
immediately hear but can be coaxed out. I
look for gestures or passages where certain
ideas cross over from one style to another or
from one century to another.

I haven’t written that way in quite a while. But
my five chamber concerti and other pieces for
large chamber ensemble were composed in
this manner. Although some of my music
now is much more traditional in its
organization, I still like the idea of freeassociation and letting my instincts take me
where I go. Even after assembling my basic
materials, I can sit and agonize over the first
measure for months before I decide what my
opening gesture is going to be. Once I see
where the music is, I learn where I should go
from there, and whether I can tweak it in new
directions. I’ve a feeling that novelists do this
– not that I’ve ever met any to ask, but from
what I’ve read about the working methods of
writers, I have a sense that they are sometimes
surprised by what happens to their characters
and the ways a plot may turn.

One example that comes to mind appears in
Vienna Dreams. The little mordent that one
hears at the opening of the Mozart Kegelstatt
trio (K. 498) may be a decorative throwaway
eighteenth-century gesture, but it’s also the
very opening of the last movement of
Mahler’s Das Lied von die Erde. In the
Mahler that melodic turn is fraught with
portent and ominous meaning, and it’s really
quite terrifying. My job is to explore many
gestures and relationships like that one –
shared ideas, related and yet dissimilar.
One other thing technique that interest me
goes back to the 80’s when I began focusing
on quoted material. I enjoy creating new
melodic shapes by taking fragments from the
familiar excerpts and stringing them together.
I transpose a number of the excerpts to get
maximum pitch vocabulary, and that almost
inevitably leads to the creation of a 12-tone
row. Thus, a row has been born from this
strange combination of quoted familiar
fragments. I use the row itself then to
generate harmonic and melodic material and
new gestures. When the original quotes
appear, I hope they’ll be heard as somehow
related to my row.

I should add – since I’ve mentioned writers -that I really think my musical ideas are more
“visual” than “literary.” My overlapping
Ivesian textures can be related to the
photographic technique of multiple exposure,
and my use of found objects (pre-existing
musical fragments) is obviously a form of
“collage.”

CC: For me, one of the most notable things about
your musical style is how a single work of yours does
often contains quite a diversity of musical material and
notation – ranging from free atonal aleatory to very
tonal passages. Yet, you always integrate everything
together so musically and compellingly within a piece.

In much of my music composed since the
80’s, then, fairly discordant, angular, “highmodernist” sounds mingle with triadic
textures and tonal material; the two languages
often appear simultaneously. The idea is that
once you hear enough of them, your ear
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begins to feel comfortable (I hope) with a
straddling of both worlds. The familiar
material takes on an unfamiliar cast, and it all
becomes “one” in its own “time-warp” world,
containing both the familiar and the
unfamiliar. That may explain why the texture
seems cohesive, and I’m very glad you feel it
does.

(through the medium of art) what it was like
to live in a particular time. What was it like to
be a citizen of Vienna in the 1780’s, or Paris
in the 1840’s, or Brunswick, Maine in 2000? I
don’t really think of that consciously as my
“mission.” At a subconscious level, though, I
think all composers are communicating with
the future. They are explaining through their
work what they felt was most important about
living in their time.

CC: You’ve mentioned “12-tone rows”, yet it seems
like these are always a free generative device for you, to
open up a wide pitch space?

CC: I know your wife, Deedee, is an artist. Has your
respective artistic work impacted each other at all?

I am in no sense a serialist composer. I regard
the use of tone rows as one technique I might
want to employ, but within a much broader
musical world and harmonic spectrum. I’m
not a minimalist, either, but I like to use
devices that I first heard in works by Reich,
Glass, and Riley. Not for 45 minutes (!) – for
perhaps a minute and a half or so.

ES: I think that she is a much better music
student than I am an art student. She has a
great ear for music, but I have learned a great
deal from going to galleries and museums
with her. Our two kids are both very gifted in
the visual arts, and they may have inherited
much more from her than from me. Deedee
is also very active as the director of our state
Humanities Council. In that role, she’s
brought so many fascinating people to the
state of Maine to give talks and lead seminars.
I’ve been so enriched by what I’ve
experienced through that.

It seems that the great musical discoveries and
revolutions of the 20th century have led certain
composers to become purists, fervently
embracing only a specific one. For me, each
approach has opened my eyes to a host of
new strategies, concepts, and ways of creating
interesting textures.

Maine is a very exciting place to live. It would
be a mistake to think of it just as a land of
moose, lobsters, potatoes, and blueberries –
or even a place where people take vacations
outdoors. There’s a lot of great stuff
happening in this state indoors! We have an
active concert scene, and many opportunities
to enjoy art, theater, and dance. At the same
time, I have to add that we’ve traveled a huge
amount; I’m very grateful to Bowdoin for
having let me travel and experience so many
things from the broader world as well.

The late 20th century is obviously a very
eclectic time, and we who are fortunate
enough to be living now are very lucky to
have this huge body of musical literature to
enjoy In this we’re greatly aided by the
recording industry and the radio. People can
hear so much music of different styles, from
different centuries and many places in the
world. and all very easily. There’s no reason
why a composer can’t draw upon all of this
and put various strands together to create
one’s own special mix, unique and personal to
each composer.

CC: I know that some composers don’t listen to much
music at all by other composers. They find it inhibits
their own work. It seems, however, that you listen to
quite a bit of music – attending concerts often and
frequently hearing recordings. Do you find your

This eclectic body of experience – an
unprecedented range of stimuli – is unique to
our time. And I think that part of the
composer’s “job” is to tell future generations
11

engagement with the work of your colleagues has a
positive impact on your own writing?

hear the music and soak it in simply as an
aural experience. From that, one can try and
hear what certain kinds of images and ideas
emerge from that experience. Then, when
that influences your composing, you’re doing
it by ear and you’re getting it “wrong” in your
own work -- since you’ve never seen the
notation of the original. That is a good thing,
though, since you’re finding your own
expressive way of responding to music that’s
moved and excited you. Only after that
listening-digesting process do I think it’s
important to look at a score and see what the
composer did. I wouldn’t recommend it as the
first step, however.

ES: I think it’s been very positive. I do listen
to a great deal of music by other composers.
Firstly, I’ve had to because of my teaching.
Many of my classes have been broad survey
courses like “history of the symphony” or
“history of piano music.” In those courses I
make it my business to get into the 20th
century as early as possible so I don’t give it
short shrift. I thus have the students listen to
much music of our own time.
I’ve also found teaching at a small liberal arts
college has been very gratifying. I’ve enjoyed
dealing with students who aren’t necessarily
“professional” in their musical level. They are
all very bright, and will go on to be successful
in their respective fields, but many don’t play
an instrument or read music. I thus find
myself talking about music in ways that are
more allied to social contexts, cultural history,
influences, and the “big picture.” That has
made me a different kind of composer. In
what ways, I can’t say, but I know it’s shaped
my compositional thinking.

I should also say that, although I’ve been
talking mainly about liberal arts students, most
of them non-majors, we have trained many
wonderful musicians at Bowdoin over the
years (some of them active as composers).
I’ve felt privileged to work with them.

CC: Have you ever run into any musical hostility
towards your work as a composer, either from
performers or critics?
ES: I’ve certainly received bad reviews – every
composer has! Sometimes they were
warranted. I go back and look at earlier pieces
of mine and realize they were deeply flawed,
and some of those unkind comments were
indeed accurate. I’ve also had some terrific
positive reviews, for which I’m thankful. I’ve
never met with any hostility in general -- in
the sense that my entire style was being called
into question, or any large-scale aspect of my
work dismissed as not being relevant. The
criticisms I’ve received were always towards
individual pieces or performances. I know
there are people who find the mixing of tonal
and non-tonal elements in the same works
problematic or offensive, but they’ve never
come out and said so to my face.

Actually, I can think of one specific result.
Over the years I’ve become a bit of a schizoid
composer. The pieces I compose to be
performed on campus for my own students to
play are, by necessity, relatively unchallenging
technically. They involve more improvisation,
chance procedures, graphic notation, and
theatrical elements. The music I compose for
the “outside world” of professional musicians
and conservatories tends to be more
traditionally notated and technically more
difficult. It’s been good that I’ve straddled
both those approaches to music because they
have influenced each other in my output.
I do enjoy listening to music but I don’t
necessarily enjoy looking at scores of other
composers. I find it gets in the way. I often
advise composition students to come to terms
with new works strictly by ear at first. Just

I’ve never been taken to task abroad for being
an American. I’ve had my music played in
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many countries and made friends with
composers in different parts of the world; I
enjoy their music and they seem to enjoy mine.
They might like specific pieces and not like
others, but the fact that I’m American hasn’t
been an issue. I’ve occasionally been in the
position of giving advice to younger
composers on how to deal with a poor review.
I hope I’ve taken my own advice of just
“taking the punches” and going back to the
next piece.

which the performers will speak, hum, shout,
and whisper.
I hope to be writing a book as well, on a
musical topic not quite yet determined – but
aimed at a broad audience.

CC: If you were given the grant and opportunity to
write absolutely any kind of work, of any scope, for
any performance context, what kind of work might
you write?

Occasionally I’m asked about the “audience.”
Of course I care about the audience, the
people sitting in the hall or listening to
recordings at home. Ironically, the audience I
know best is a fantasy audience, composed of
millions of people who are just like me. I
imagine this audience of Elliott-clones sitting
there. So I say to myself – “If I heard this
same piece and it was written by somebody
else, would I enjoy it?” Frankly, I’m not sure
any composer can accurately envision an
audience member other than him-or-herself.
The second level of “audience” I think about
would be the performers. I want them to
enjoy the experience of playing my music. I
want them to have fun with the challenges,
the quotes (if any), and the little hidden games
and messages throughout.

ES: I think it would involve a big symphony
orchestra, the medium I love the most. I think
I’d want to work with one of those spatial
configurations that Henry Brant has explored
so brilliantly – where one takes a whole
orchestra and splits its members into subgroups located around the hall, some on the
stage, and in the balcony, along the side walls,
and into the lobby. It would also probably
have electronic sounds, projected over
speakers ringing the hall. That way I could
return to a medium I haven’t used in quite a
while but would love to do again.

Some of the works of Elliott Schwartz
mentioned in this interview are available on
CD recordings. Vienna Dreams is available
on “Equinox” from New World Records and
Timepiece 1794 is available on “Voyager”
from Albany Records. Chamber Concerto
II for clarinet and nine players and Chamber
Concerto IV for saxophone and ten players
are available on “Elliott Schwartz” on CRI
Recordings, now available from New World
Records.

CC: What are some of your upcoming projects?
ES: First I’ll be working on a series of solo
pieces to be performed by Bowdoin students
– a work for solo flute, another for horn, for
cello, and such. Then I’ll be composing a
violin concerto, to be performed in the fall of
2007 by the Boston Modern Orchestra
Project and British violinist Peter Sheppard
Skaerved. I’ve been asked to write some
etudes for trombone duet, to be played by
trombonist Tom Everett at Harvard. And a
New York City group called the Contrasts
Quartet is interested in a theatre piece in
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Traditional Cultural Resources in Electro-acoustic Music
by Robert Gluck
In 1959, Halim El-Dabh, then at the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center in New York City,
composed ‘Leiyla and the Poet’, a setting of a Middle Eastern folk story, drawing upon a traditional
Egyptian stringed and percussion instruments, plus voice, as sound sources, all subject to tape manipulation.
This work drew upon aesthetic and technological ideas that he first explored in 1944 in 'Wire Recorder
Piece,' created in Egypt, in which he transformed the spectral qualities of a women's ritual chant . Setting a
narrative text and using recognizable instrumental sounds was a novel approach within a field that
historically shied away from self-conscious use of recognizable sonic materials. Equally, the representation
of identifiable, culturally specific musical traditions was outside the norm. The aesthetic defined by musique
concrète pioneer, Pierre Schaeffer, was to treat sounds as object sonore, manipulable sound objects to be
organized in time and space. The sounds were to be experienced by means of ecoute reduite, reduced, or
maybe more aptly translated, focused listening. That is, one should pay exclusive attention to the qualities of
the sound object at hand.
Most of El-Dabh’s musical colleagues did not refer to culturally specific or identifiable sounds in their work.
They, like composers in Europe, the United States and Canada, looked to electronic sounds as a way to
explore musical alternatives to what they already knew. Thus, the work of most international composers
who came to the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center in New York City in the late 1950s and
1960s, among them Mario Davidovsky, alcides lanza and Francisco Kröpfl, from Argentina, Bülent Arel and
Ilhan Mimaroglu from Turkey, Makoto Shinohara from Japan, Edgar Valcarcel from Peru and Tzvi Avni
from Israel, would be difficult to culturally distinguish from that of studio founders Vladimir Ussachevsky
and Otto Luening.
Yet, El-Dabh was not alone. Parallel trends could be found in Japan in the 1950s and in the 1960s,
Indonesia and 1970s, South America. In Japan, Toshiro Mayuzumi’s ‘Aoi no Ue’ (1957), an electro-acoustic
treatment of a traditional Noh drama, synthesized sounds replaced traditional acoustical instruments,
accompanying recorded voices reciting the narrative. Mayuzumi’s ‘Campanology’ (1959) uses Buddhist
temple bells as sound material. In Makoto Moroi’s ‘Shosange’ (1968), the sonically rich instrumental sounds
from the music of a Buddhist purification ceremony, including shakuhachi (endblown flute) and bass
shamisen (three-stringed long-necked lute) are processed. Both composers were associated with a musical
movement referred to as “Return to the Source” which drew upon traditional Japanese musical resources
for inspiration, sounds and aesthetics.
In Indonesia, Slamet Sjukur’s 'Latigrak' (1963) was composing music in which tape accompanied overtly
culturally specific instrumentation, gamelan. The first new electronic instruments in Indonesia, Adhi
Susanto’s Gamelan Symphony (1976) and Gameltron (1978), were designed for the performance of gamelan
music. South American works such as Alberto Villalpando’s ‘Bolivianos!’ (Bolivia, 1973), Ricardo Teruel’s
‘Cultura Vegeta’ (Venezuela, 1976) and Joaquin Orellana’s ‘Humanofonia’ (Guatemala, 1971) incorporated
sounds from the human and natural environments of local cultures, often offering an explicit political
critique. ‘Bolivianos!’ juxtaposes the fertility of the land with the starvation of the masses of people.
Persian-American composer Darius Dolat-Shahi, a student at the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music
Center during its final days, composed works for traditional Persian stringed instruments, the tar and sehtar
(two forms of lutes), integrated with electronic sounds. In Dolat-Shahi’s ‘Sama’, for tar and electronics
(1985), a rhythmic structure develops around a simple electronically-generated pulse and rhythmic tar
figures, upon which solo tar improvisations evolve, periodically giving way to recorded sounds of birds and
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electronically processed sounds. The music always returns to the pulse, around which a filigreed tar solo
emerges, devolving to electronic sounds and again returning.
Beginning in the 1990s, Westernization and the spread of the internet, have paradoxically re-awakened
interest in indigenous ethnic cultures, especially within the generation of people attuned to new
technologies. The proliferation of recording technologies has made it possible to learn more about the local
traditional music often spurned by their parents. One finds traditional indigenous instruments increasingly
integrated with tape or live electronics, and processed sounds from traditional instruments used as source
material for electro-acoustic composition. Traditional aesthetics and musical materials thus enter a dialog
with the evolving aesthetic and practices of electro-acoustic music.
This integration may be found in electro-acoustic compositions for tape, acoustical instruments and tape, or
acoustical instruments and live electronics. Among composers working in this vein are Yuanlin Chen and
Dajuin Yao from China, Persian-American Shahrokh Yadegari, Jewish-American composers Richard
Teitelbaum, Alvin Curran and Robert Gluck, Korean composers Don Oung Lee and Sung Ho Hwang,
Korean-American instrumentalist Jin Hi Kim, Peruvian-Israeli composer Rajmil Fischman (active in the
United Kingdom) and Israeli composer Avi Elbaz, whose work is influenced by his Moroccan origins.
Fischman’s ‘Alma Latina’ for tape (1996-97) is a dense, swirling tour de force that evokes dance rhythms
and Latin American musical references. Embedded within an abstract sound tapestry are vocal exclamations
and melodic figures played by brass instruments characteristic of 1940s mambo dance bands. Chen’s
‘Primary Voice’ (2003) is a series of compositions that embed electronically generated sounds, some abstract
and some tonal or percussive, within a traditional Chinese instrumental ensemble comprised of hu qin
(fiddle), di-zi (flute), yang-qin (zither), pipa (lute), voice and percussion. Large segments of this work are lyrical
and melodic, merging Chinese melody, featuring the subtle portamento of the pipa, and Western harmony,
with the addition of rich and resonant electronic sounds.
The starting point for some composers is a traditional musical form or instrument, expanded technologically
and aesthetically through the use of electronics. Jin Hi Kim plays the 4th century Korean komungo, a stringed
instrument with a rich, visceral, earthy timbre, traditionally used by Confucian scholars for meditation.
Kim's goal, which she describes as “Living Tones” is to treat each note with reverence, consonant with
traditional Korean music, as if each were a living, breathing being. Kim uses electronics so that "the living
tones can be extended in color and shape, texture and duration of the notes … beyond the human ability of
[conventional] performing techniques.” On the 2001 CD ‘Komungo’, Kim’s performance is monophonic
and at times incantational in feeling, often dwelling at length on individual rhythmically repeated notes,
sometimes elaborated into simple repeated ornamental patterns, such as octaves and half-step intervals.
Vibrato, string rubbing, bends, and other subtle alterations of the notes offer timbral variety. In ‘Saturn’s
Moons’ electronic processing, including a harmonizer algorithm, treats an electric komungo, mixed with
additional electronic sounds.
At times, a traditional instrument bears symbolic as well as aesthetic significance. In American-Jewish
composer Alvin Curran’s ‘SHOFAR’ (1991, updated 1994), blasts on the ancient Jewish trumpet-like shofar
(ram’s horn) bring forth what he describes as “a wide spectrum of brash contrasting colors, gestures and
events unified by an equally diverse quality of sampled and recorded sounds from Jewish life and nature in
general. The ancient Uralt shofar sounds” are coupled with “the most technologically sophisticated electronic
processing”. Here, the ancient function of the shofar as clarion call and as a bearer of embedded
cultural/religious meaning is combined with its raw sonic qualities to produce a rich and complex work and
is simultaneously old and new.
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Another culturally specific compositional approach draws upon sound elements from the sonic and
semantic qualities of native languages. Examples may be found in the work of Chinese composer Dajuin
Yao, Israeli composer Arik Shapira and Jewish-American composers Richard Teitelbaum and Robert Gluck.
Teitelbaum and Gluck at times interweave recordings of traditional vocal sounds to create complex choral
textures. The third movement of Teitelbaum’s ‘Golem: An Interactive Opera’ (1989-1994) juxtapose
recordings of Hebrew prayer chant from various Jewish cultures. Gluck’s ‘Yiddish Songs’ (1996) overlays
early 20th century Yiddish folk songs, to create sonic “wallpaper” that ties together fragments of a tradition
nearly destroyed in the Holocaust.
The use of spoken text and electronically processed vocal sounds in electro-acoustic music is not new.
Examples of compositions by European and North American composers include Luciano Berio’s ‘Thema:
Ommagio a Joyce’ (1958) and Joan La Barbara’s ’73 Poems’ (1994). The conscious and often explicit use of
traditional cultural elements by Yao, Shapira and others, is a novel departure from previous practice. Dajuin
Yao’s ‘red cinnabar drizzle’ (1999), for pipa, narrator and computer, draws upon the melodic qualities of
spoken Mandarin Chinese, set within a texture of rapidly plucked pipa string sounds that has been
exaggerated by the use of electronic processing. In Yao’s ‘endless frustration’ (1999) a dense sound cloud
with shifting spectral qualities is crafted from time-stretched sounds of a phrase from a traditional Chinese
opera and instrumental music. The overall effect in both works is a timeless, subtly shifting yet static sonic
presence.
Arik Shapira’s music often draws upon the sounds, rhythmic structure and meaning of Hebrew language
texts. In his text settings, he notes, “I take the rhythm from the Hebrew language as I understand it
…Hebrew was born in a desert, under ferocious sun radiating cruel merciless light. Al is clear and precise,
laconic, wasting no words, weighing each syllable. There is no room for ornamentations and arabesques.
Hebrew must sound dry, sun stricken, thirsty, craving for water.” Shapira’s focus upon text and language,
rather than timbre and abstraction, highlights what he sees as the core of Israeli identity and its contested
politics. In the opening passages of the 'Kastner Trial, Electronic Opera in Thirteen Scenes' (1994), a setting
of the transcript from a politically controversial trial, the composer highlights the conflicted and impersonal
nature of the case by juxtaposing the spoken text with a distorted double and with a repetitive electronic
beat. Biblical chant is used to connect tragic past and present. In Shapira’s tape composition, ‘Upon Thy
Ruins Ophra' (1990), multiple fragments of early pioneering songs are overlaid, accompanied and gradually
overwhelmed by brief introjections of electronic sounds. The songs’ idealistic spirit is juxtaposed with what
Shapira views to be the abrogation of that spirit by subsequent politicized pioneering efforts.
Many of the works are formally based upon historic European and North American electro-acoustic
traditions. Persian-American composer Shahrokh Yadegari departs from a very distinct approach, departing
from the separation of form and content found in Western, including electro-acoustic music. He finds an
alternative approach, unifying form and content, in the Radif, an approach that defines traditional Persian
music, “a framework for improvisation … mostly based on a collection of vocal melodies … involving
many rules and the musician needs to learn and internalize the complete body of the ancient melodies.” In
Yadegari’s compositional system, Recursive Granular Synthesis, “the unity of form and material can be used
by applying the same algorithm for defining the micro structures of sound all the way to the macro
structures of form.” In ‘Tear’ (1999), “a study on the relationship between timbre and melody,” the
composition is constructed from RG synthesized sounds and “a melodic improvisation by an Iranian singer,
in a traditional mode.
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Rajmil Fischman observes that timbre, a musical parameter often emphasized in electro-acoustic music,
provides “much of the common ground between electronics and non-Western traditions, for example, an
emphasis on timbre as a multidimensional entity including pitch, morphology, gesture and motion." For
example, classical Japanese shakuhachi and biwa performance include elements that in the West would be
considered to be noise. In Western performance practice for the flute, the aesthetic goal is to maximize the
stability of pitched sound. In contrast, traditional Japanese shakuhachi technique demands a far more
complex and timbrally unstable shaping of sound gesture. It was the timbral richness of these instruments
that drew Makoto Moroi and fellow “Back to the Source” composers to treat them as sound sources in
1950s Japan. Turkish composer Sinan Bökesoy observes: “The richness of Eastern instruments demands a
more personal adventure between the performer and the instrument itself. So the parameters of the
instrument, including tuning and resonance, can be altered extensively to provide more richness in a
monophonic layered pitch structure.”
The detailed and nuanced timbral control possible with many Eastern instruments can be enhanced and
extended by means of electronics. Korean instrumentalist Jin Hi Kim believes that such an expansion can
transcend the sum of its parts, resulting in the creation of something new that honors the old. She refers to
this new construct “the atmosphere of a traditional instrument.” Traditional techniques and aesthetic values
are not lost but neither do they dictate possible directions that the new music can travel. Ethnomusicologist
Mark Slobin suggests the possibility of a two-way dialogue when he describes traditional practices as
dynamic and not static. “Tradition is a process, not a set of objects. You have to think of ethnicity as a set of
resources that people use, not as a particular content or a particular set of objects. The concept is how they
think about who they are” and, I would add, how they conceive of their musical potentialities.
Electronically expanding traditional instruments is not a simple matter. Not all performers of traditional
instruments are friendly to the idea of electronically expanding their instruments. Some are understandably
protective of the purity of inherited musical forms and sounds. Consumer electronic music technologies
may, in fact, cause distortions of the unique features of a traditional instrument. Jin Hi Kim suggests: “If the
instrument is equipped with electronics and as a result it looks bigger or stronger, the subtlety of the
instrument gets lost. The surrounding aesthetic, artistic and cultural environment of the instrument is more
than just the physical instrument and it can become lost.” Kim recalls that her first electric komungo
"sounded like electric guitar and was too common.”
The composer, in fact, may not be interested in traditional performance practice. Sinan Bökesoy offers an
example: “Taking a Turkish percussion instrument in my hand, I try to first forget all the previous cultural
background I have with the instrument. Maybe a traditional rhythmic pattern is the last thing you want. But
isn't this also the way we start every composition, with the feel and challenge that we don’t know anything?
Then I try to use my ideas to excite the instrument, since it is just an artificially made resonating body.
Given the conditions of performance and composition I try to make a catalogue of ranges of timbre
results.” From the perspective of a cultural preservationist, though, this may be viewed as compromising the
integrity of an inherited instrumental tradition. Kim’s solution is to aim for respectful creative exploration,
seeking "a meeting place between the two musical approaches. If one is well educated within one’s cultural
tradition, the traditional aesthetic of music can be preserved while using music technology. Because of this, I
still keep the meditative energy in my electric komungo music."
Clearly, a growing body of electro-acoustic composers culturally rooted outside of the Western or Northern
hemispheres is exploring the intersection between traditional musical sounds, forms and instruments and
electronic technology. The results have often enriched the fields of electronic and computer music, taking it
in directions that could not have been predicted by its founders. Argentine composer Alejandro Iglesias
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Rossi concludes: “Composers in the so called peripheral countries are at the crossroads between finding
their own personal identity as creators and their cultural identity as members of a community that
encompasses them. The challenge relates to getting to be oneself, discovering one's ‘uniqueness’ in all its
potency. This process not only affects the creator but also influences and transforms the very geoculture he
was born into. The transculturization of elements must be digested, internalized, in order to reappear with a
special potency, a unique color that will broaden the fringes of knowledge, as one explores the unknown
lands of creation.”
Many thanks to Tzvi Avni, Sinan Bökesoy, Yuanlin Chen, Alvin Curran, Avi Elbaz, Halim El-Dabh, Rajmil Fischman,
Jin Hi Kim, alcides lanza, Sapto Raharjo, Alejandro Iglesias Rossi, Arik Shapira, Richard Teitelbaum, Shahrokh
Yadegari, Dajuin Yao for their cooperation on this and other related projects and to Emmanuelle Loubet and Takehito
Shimazu for their published work about Japan. A special thanks to Ricardo Dal Farra, whose research regarding South
America
(documented
at
Fondation
Daniel
Langlios
at
http://www.fondationlanglois.org/flash/e/index.php?NumPage=542) and to Joel Chadabe for his ongoing support. Further information may be
found at the web at Electronic Music Foundation’s historical website, The EMF Institute: http://www.emfinstitute.emf.org.
Resources:
Yuanlin Chen, Primary Voice, Unbow Recordings (CD). ‘Rite’ also appears on Sonic Circuits IX, Innova.
Dariush Dolat-Shahi, Electronic Music, Tar and Sehtar (CD), Smithsonian Folkways. Available at
http://www.folkways.si.edu.
Rajmil Fischman, Alma Latina (CD), Lontano Records Ltd. Available from
http://cgi.lontano.plus.com/lorelt.
Robert Gluck, Stories Heard and Retold (CD), EMF Media.
Jin Hi Kim, Komungo (CD) oodisks.
Denise A. Seachrist, The Musical World of Halim El-Dabh, Kent State Press (includes audio CD).
Arik Shapira, Electronica Mo’od (Electronics Plus). Available from the Israel Music Institute:
http://www.imi.org.il/.
Richard Teitelbaum, Golem: An Interactive Opera (CD), Tzaddik Records.
Shahrokh Yadegari, Migration (CD), LilaSound Productions.
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his later pieces, or his two numbered string
quartets. Of the living composers, David Toub’s
superb mf is exciting study in active motion. The
performances by violinist Christina Fong and the
Rangzen Quartet are excellent. If you are familiar
with this label, this is a very worthwhile release to
have. I do hope some other potential listeners
might persist to hear the music in spite of the
frustrations that OgreOgress seems to throw up
with every disc. – Thomas Abbott

“Briefly Noted”
Short Reviews of New CD Releases
For Feldman: Music of Morton Feldman, David
Toub, David Kotlowy, and John Prokop;
OgreOgress; Audio DVD
This excellent release by the bizarre and
confounding record label OgreOgress is nearly
“defeated” by the company’s choice of releasing
all its new and future material on the unfortunate
Audio DVD format. After trying it on four
separate DVD players and two computers, I was
finally able to get the DVD to play. A colleague
who also tried this DVD release had similar
problems. True, there are always trendsetters
needed for new formats. However, the sound
quality of the Audio DVD does nothing to
convince me of the need for this thoroughly nonstandard and very difficult to access format. A
quick web search on this release reveals that even
one of the composers on the disc quite accurately
discusses the format’s many problems on his
weblog. Despite its incredibly admirable
commitment to recording new music, the
OgreOgress label has a bizarre sense of packaging
and notes that run throughout many of its
releases; these include choices of nearly
unreadable colors, program notes printed on the
disc faces themselves, paper packaging of
astounding inconvenience, and a refusal to
number or assign catalogue numbers to its
releases. It is a shame that these issues present
completely unnecessary barriers to the enjoyment
of the strong music found on their releases. I own
all of their releases of the music of Morton
Feldman, and though the recordings are usually
superb, I find continual frustration in their
annotation and packaging choices. These issues
aside, the music on the Morton Feldman tribute
release is very strong and it is a shame that a
“normal CD” format version is not available.
Though it includes some small string quartet
works by Morton Feldman himself, the large
works on the disc are extended works conceived
as tributes to Feldman by living composers.
Feldman’s string quartet miniatures beautifully
encapture the purity and vision of his musical
world – without the extended duration of some of

***
Alan Hovhaness: Music for Violin and Viola;
Christina Fong, Arved Ashby; OgreOgress
As an enthusiastic, but cautious, admirer of the
prolific American composer Alan Hovhaness, I
do await each new release of his work eagerly.
Within each new disc, the usual mix of excellent,
good, and downright bad pieces occurs, a mix that
Hovhaness kept up for his entire career. This disc
of violin and viola music (both unaccompanied
and with piano) contains works of Hovhaness
only up through the 1960’s – which is a good sign
in terms of encompassing periods in which he did
some of his finest work. This is clearly a “must
have” for any Hovhaness fans. For others, it is a
good place to start in exploring his infrequently
played chamber music. My personal favorite
selection is the characterful Duo for Violin and
Harpsichord of 1954 which combines the two
instruments
in characterful
ways.
The
performances are very good. I do wish, in places,
for a violinist possessing a more of a rich,
romantic tone. Christina Fong does, however,
display great commitment to this repertoire.
Arved Ashby’s supportive accompaniment is just
right throughout. Very excitingly, I am told by the
editor that OgreOgress has recorded this past year
a disc of previously unrecorded violin, viola, and
piano concerti of Hovhaness. One of
Hovhaness’s finest works, Talin (a viola concerto),
is to be included and this will thus be a release to
await with great eagerness. – Bill Pierson
***
Charles Wuorinen: Horn Trio; Horn Trio
Continued; Double Solo for Horn Trio; Trio for Violin,
Cello and Piano, Trombone Trio, Trio for Bass
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Instruments; Group for Contemporary Music;
Naxos 8.559264 (64:57)

engagement for every moment. Many composers
when writing horn trios seek to exemplify the
distinct contrasts between the three instruments
(horn, violin, and piano). Wuorinen, however,
pushes each instrument in the trio to its absolute
ecstatic limit, and, in the process, finds an
immense amount of common ground between
them. This “cycle of trios” is almost assuredly the
most important single body of work in American
chamber music of the 1980’s.

Charles Wuorinen: String Sextet; Second String
Quartet; Divertimento; Piano Quintet; Chamber Music
Society of Lincoln Center, TASHI, Group for
Contemporary Music; Naxos 8.559288; (75:45)
The chamber music of American composer
Charles Wuorinen (b. 1938) has been well
represented on CD recordings in the past, owing
largely to his active relationship with the Group
for Contemporary Music in New York City which
he co-founded in the 1960’s. All of the recordings
on these two discs, with the exception of the
short string quartet Divertimento, were originally
released on the Koch label in 1992-93. Now that
those original releases have gone out of print,
Naxos is to be strongly commended for rereleasing these absolutely essential compositions.
Though often assigned to the category of midcentury American serialism (of which he was a
committed advocate), Wuorinen’s work displays a
sense of musicality and passion, coupled with a
superb ear for sonority that leaves most of his
other stylistic contemporaries far behind. Like all
great music, a Wuorinen work gives the listener
new treasures each time it is heard – from the
energetic and finely textured surfaces to the largescale sense of musical discourse and tightness of
construction.

In contrast to the mostly “uncommon” chamber
groupings of the trio disc, the second release
contains chamber works of more normal
instrumental configurations – string quartet, piano
quintet, and string sextet. The Brahmsian Piano
Quintet (1993-94) is a highlight of this disc,
compressing a great deal of passion and drama
into its 25 minute span. The String Sextet (198889) shows a superb blending of instrumental
color.
All six string instruments end up
completely intertwined – turning into one large
super-instrument. Wuorinen has written four
string quartets to date which range from the early
1970’s up to the present. The second quartet is in
four movements, each containing numerous
contrasts. Beginning in a world full of nervous
energy, it moves gradually to a more settled (yet
still active) landscape. The light and fleeting
Divertimento (1982) also exists as a work for
saxophone and piano. Wuorinen has frequently
recast the musical material from one of his pieces
into another – often resulting in a dramatic
musical transformation.

Wuorinen is well-known for his ability to write
compelling music for unusual instrumental
combinations. The disc of trios from the 1980’s
demonstrates this well – particularly in the
unusual scorings of Trio for Bass Instruments
(1981) [trombone, tuba, contrabass] and
Trombone Trio [trombone, piano, vibraphone].
In both of these works, Wuorinen looks for
coloristic resonances between the three
instruments. In the latter trio in particular, one
often feels as though the trombone has entered a
“resonating chamber” – as the two percussive
instruments surround it with color and dialogue.

The performances contained on both discs are
superb. The Group for Contemporary Music
encompasses many of New York City’s finest new
music specialists, and they throw the full weight
of their passions into Wuorinen’s work. Both
TASHI and the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center are well-known ensembles that
also show their commitment in the fine
performances they deliver.
These are two of the most essential recordings of
2006 for anyone interested in American music or
significant works of chamber music and are
strongly and urgently recommended.
– Carson Cooman

For this reviewer, the most striking works on this
disc are Horn Trio (1981) and Horn Trio
Continued (1982). Both are absolutely
electrifying – holding the listener’s interest and
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Members’ News

of Elba in Alba, Italy, December 18, 2005. Vivian’s
The Bare Smooth Stone Of Your Love, was
published on the 2005 NACUSA, CD, Greetings
From, performed by the late Stephen Kates, cello
and Eun-Jung Shon, piano. The music is in
memory of the late Baltimore cellist, Daniel
Malkin and was composed to a poem by Carole
Malkin, Dan’s mother.

Members of the Living Music Foundation are
encouraged to send news of their activities to the
editor for inclusion in this section of the journal.

Three compositions by Daniel Adams were
accepted by Dorn Publications during the
Summer of 2006: Augustine Shadows for oboe and
piano, Ambivalence Recalled for flute solo, and
Khromas Diabolus for trombone and percussion
ensemble. Adams’s composition Between Stillness
and Motion for piano solo received performances
on two concerts sponsored by the Texas Chapter
of NACUSA in May. On May 13 the piece was
performed at the Modern Art Museum of Fort
Worth and on May 25 it was performed at the
Eisemann Center for Performing Arts in
Richardson, Texas. Felipe J. Ramirez was the
pianist for both performances. Adams’s
composition Concerto for Marimba and Percussion
Ensemble has been released on a CD entitled
“Marimba Concerti”, recorded by the McCormick
Percussion Ensemble and released by Capstone
Records in the Fall of 2006. On November 13
Adams’s Talea for six percussionists was included
on a program entitled “The Percussion Ensemble
in the Middle School/High School Music
Program”, presented as part of the Annual InService Conference of the North Carolina Music
Educators Association, held in Winston-Salem,
NC. The performance of Talea was directed by
Tracey Wiggins, percussion instructor for
University of North Carolina-Pembroke

***
CD Review: A View from Charles Bridge
MMC 2123, Time: 65:32
by David Cleary
This is one of several multi-composer releases on
the MMC label. As these go, it’s all right if not
exactly essential.
Moon-Mirror, Denying the Abyss by Marc W. Rossi
provides the disc’s most satisfying listen. Despite
the program notes’ assertion of Indian raga and
Latin flamenco influence, this single-movement
tone poem is a thoroughly Western art music
creation, chromatically modal and brooding in the
manner of Shostakovich and some film scores.
Its three primary ideas arise leisurely during the
course of the piece between more developmental
passages, the whole loosely outlining a narrative
curve shape. It’s earnestly pleasing. William
Thomas McKinley’s Symphony No. 6 (“Prague”)
stylistically mirrors Rossi’s opus. Like Mahler’s
fourth symphony, its finale includes a prominent
vocal solo part, here a setting of Jaroslav Seifert’s
poem “A View from Charles Bridge.” While
more focused and compelling in speech than the
Rossi, this prolix, scattered work badly needs
tightening in both its structure and material.

Adams also received a performance of Alchemy
for solo viola on a concert entitled “Houston
Original.” The concert, sponsored by the
Foundation for Modern Music, was held at First
Cumberland Presbyterian Church (Houston,
Texas) on November 19, 2006. The performer
was violist Abhijit Sengupta.

Festive in the manner of Edward Elgar, Salutation
by John Biggs is a composition of expansive
gestures and brief duration. New Tonalist in a
highly chromatic way, it revels in big octave
doublings and broad fanfare-style brass scoring.
One can characterize it as attractive enough if not
altogether distinctive. Scherzo for Orchestra shows
Frank Graham Stewart writing bumptious music
that wobbles between post-Neoclassic and late
Romantic idioms -- plenty puckish, but much too
disjunct in idea and unfolding.

The London Philharmonic Orchestra, Jeffrey
Silberschlag, conductor, recorded Vivian
Adelberg Rudow’s Urbo Turbo (Urban
Turbulence) on November 8, 2005 in London,
UK. The Orchestra Sinfonica Compagnia
D’Opera Italiana, Jeffrey Silberschlag, conductor,
performed Vivian Adelberg Rudow’s Dark Waters
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extended techniques use, but without intriguing
formats to distinguish these movements or a
larger overview to harness them, this opus
becomes a labyrinth of colors and straight flute
tone with no context to justify its 16-plus
minutes.

The Czech Radio Symphony led by Vladimir
Valek suffers from unsteady horn playing but is
otherwise good. Baritone Roman Janal sings the
last movement of McKinley’s symphony quite
well, featuring a rich low register, substantial
midrange, somewhat strained high notes, and
solid diction. Sound is fine and production is
generally okay.

The non-Hispanic tonemeisters mostly hold their
own well. For flute and piano, Soaring (1986) by
Joseph Schwantner packs a colorful, informationfilled wallop within its two minutes, employing a
binary outline to good effect.
There’s an
appealing primitivism afoot in Yuzuru Sadashige’s
Third Tribe (1997). The composer nearly outfoxes
himself by making his interpenetration of
rhapsodic and toccata-like material too
complicated,
but
in
the
end,
this
flute/piano/djembe (a West African drum) item
proves a winner. Unfortunately, Color and Velocity
(1996) by Robert Rowe makes rather bland and
shapeless use of its interactive flute and
synthesizer writing, allowing the former to
dominate the largely reticent electronics.

***
CD Review: Jade Nocturno: Alejandro Escuer
Quindecim Recordings QP 071, Time: 63:28
by David Cleary
Mexican flautist and tonemeister Alejandro
Escuer is a legitimate talent in both aspects of his
career. This enjoyable release features several
worthy pieces and lots of remarkable playing.
Several entries by Mexican composers can be
found here, the best being Mario Lavista’s Danza
de las Bailarianas de Degas (1992) for flute and
piano. The work traces a clear ABA structure,
outer sections loaded with busy patterned material
(though the recapitulation is a bit more laid-back
and fragmented) flanking a slow center that
incorporates snatches from what surrounds it.
It’s energetic and compelling. Escuer’s two solo
flute compositions also please greatly. The title
track (1998), which traces a narrative curve
schema, is by and large slow, hushed, and
atmospheric, subtly rousing itself to a climax by
incorporating filigree rather than delivering a
knockout blow. There’s a distinctly Oriental hue
to the fabric here. Two narrative curve shapes
delineate the architecture of Templos (1993), the
first one small-scale and peppered with key clicks,
the latter more forcefully etched and involving
full-on playing. Special effects are extensively
used. De Pronto (1987) for alto flute, cello, and
harp by Arturo Marquez is a sinuous bauble that
discovers an attractive midpoint between Latin
American and Impressionist styles. The problems
inherent to writing a lengthy solo woodwind entry
surface in Graciela Agudelo’s multi-movement
Meditaciones sobra Abra Yala (1995) for flute alone.
Like Templos, there’s no shortage of imaginative

Escuer’s flute playing is sensational, attributes
including excellent phrase delineation, sparkling
finger work, remarkable control of extended
techniques, and a huge, buttery sound with just
the right amount of vibrato. Alvaro Bitran (cello),
Juan Carlos Cirujeda (djembe), Mauricio Nader
(piano), and Lidia Tamayo (harp) prove to be topflight chamber associates. Sound is excellent
except in the Sadashige, where sonics are more
distant and distortion occurs. Production values
are fine. Much recommended.

(Alejandro Escuer)
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Living Artist Recordings
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send $20 ($25 if mailing address is outside the
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Charles Norman Mason
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music of Monroe Golden
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